
ABC Tips for Labour 
 
 Affirmations - make signs or a slide show of your favourite affirmations 
 Aromatherapy - diffuse your favourite essential oils to relax you 
 Bath - soaking in the tub or taking a shower 
 Cold Cloths - cloths soaked in lemon are good to refresh your face as well as zesty to suck on 
 Darkness - dimmer lighting is preferred (be mindful of this in the bathroom, shut the lights off) 
 Energy Drinks and Bars - some girls make energy bites 
 Fan - to keep you cool 
 No Gown!! - most people dislike hospital gowns. wear comfy, stretchy clothing 
 Hot Water Bottle - lovely for sore achy back, or times when chills set in 
 Ice-Chips -  
 Just You - if you need to be alone, just ask for some space 
 Keep Calm and Labour On - use your breath 
 Limp & Loose - keep your body nice and relaxed 
 Massage - I use clary sage in my massage oil during labours  
 Music - prepare playlists, fast and slow. the yoga music we listen to is Deva Premal 
 Nest - use of pillows and cushions to create a go-to spot when you need to rest 
 Om - don’t forget your sounds 
 Popsicles - make some red raspberry leaf tea popsicles 
 Quiet - only the sounds you want to hear 
 Rest - when you need to rest 
 Squat - don’t forget to squat through some contractions 
 Toilet - spend lots of time on the toilet (try sitting backwards to get comfortable) good progress happens here! 
 T.E.N.S. (Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation) Machine – for pain management 
 U are in control! 
 Visualization - thoughts become things! 
 Walk - do stairs, slow dance with your partner 
 eXclaim “I am woman and I can do this!!!” 
 Yoga Ball - use it everywhere, in the shower on the bed 
 Zzzz - try to sleep, even if it’s means just closing your eyes between contractions 
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